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TOWER SCRUTINY PANEL 

Together Overseeing Where Excellence is Realised 

 

  A Customer Report on Asset Management. 

July 2019 

 

Tenant Scrutiny Panel Members 

The following TOWER members who undertook this scrutiny were: Susan Searle, David Shakespeare, Alun 

Jones, Barry Wright, Michael Gornall and Peter Searle.   

Introduction to Asset Management Scrutiny 

 

TOWER Scrutiny Panel was asked in March 2019 if they would carry out a review of the Asset Management 

Service of which they agreed.  

 

Limitations of the report 

Please note that this report will form part of an overarching evaluation in relation to the changes that are 

in place with various departments. 

 

TOWER’s Scrutiny review included: 

In order to help complete this review of the Asset Management service, they undertook the following: 

TOWER interviewed Customers and the following staff posts within BCH (Blackpool Coastal Housing taking 

accompanying notes, these included: 

Director of Operations 

Asset Management Team  

Service Manager 

Repairs Inspector surveyor 

BCH Contractor  

TOWER held an open evening with customers of Cherry Tree Gardens who had recently been in 

receipt of major works 

A postal and on-line survey was also sent out to customers 

   TOWER reviewed a range of service related documents. 

HQN (Housing Quality Network) 

Job spec Asset Surveyor 

Job spec Asset Database Manager 

Job spec Senior Project Manager  
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BCH Asset Management Strategy Plan 2015 – 2018 

 

Benchmarking 

In order to determine if BCH could improve on their customer asset management information and 

documentation, TOWER undertook a web based benchmarking exercise. Members scrutinised the 

following housing provider’s customer information via their websites; listed below:       

                                                                                  

 Bolton at Home Asset Management Strategy 2018-2023/24.  

 City of London Corporation Housing Asset Management Strategy 2015-2020. 

 Coastline Housing Asset Management Strategy 2015 - 2020 

 Cobalt Housing Asset Management Strategy 2018 review 2021. 

 Muir-House Housing Association Asset Management Strategy 2016-2019.  

 Phoenix Asset Management Strategy 2018-20. 

 Southwark Housing Asset Management Strategy 2016/17 to 2023/24. 

 Tower Hamlets Homes & London Borough of Tower Hamlets Housing Asset Management Strategy 

2016-2021. 

Observations  

It was noted that BCH are now looking through the asset database to works that are normally carried out 

on planned maintenance to be looked at as and when they are needed. 

Communication between repairs and assets seemed to be hampered by the software systems being used 

at present is the main observation. 

It was good to hear that assets and repairs team now seem to be working together, with repairs forwarding 

larger works onto the asset team. 

1. Out of all the interviews that have taken place, concerns over communication between 

departments are a recurring theme.  

2. Businesses of today need to run on modern technology and BCH seems to be well up to date with 

this. However, the two IT systems which are in operation for repairs and asset management are 

not completely compatible with each other.  

3. It is noted that board members are well informed in key areas of structural engineering and all 

aspects of housing and planning. 

4. Inaccessible areas i.e. roof maintenance appears to be an issue, as it may be seen that a small 

repair is initially scheduled, but when works commence unforeseen major issues may be found 

that were not picked up on initial inspection, thus wasting time and money.   

5. Hours wasted for all trades by calling on properties where no one is in due to lack of 

communication and not leaving a calling card.  

6. TOWER noted on an initial information letter presented to the customer prior to major work 

commencing on a site that the contact telephone number was a mobile number and did not 

indicate if this was for the contractor or BCH staff. 
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7. Cold calling especially by contractors for major works is noted as a problem and not carding when 

no one is in to say they had called, this must prolong work to be carried out. 

8. When interviewing customers it was noted that scaffolding was left up far longer than required 

after its use; with the customers seeing it as a waste of money and an unnecessary eyesore.  This 

can also result in on site ASB issues.  

9. TOWER are concerned that complaints from customers are being passed onto contractors and not 

forwarded on to BCH for corporate investigation according to BCH policy and procedure.  

10. When asked of customers if ID named badges where shown or worn by operatives of BCH or 

contractors, many stated that they were not.   

Recommendations 

1. All departments to have better communication with each other. Teams need to work together to 

ensure all work is followed up and completed to a satisfactory conclusion. 

2. Need to consider improving the compatibility of BCH’s IT systems.  

3. Inaccessible areas such as roofs etc. investing in a drone would save time and expense in analysing 

problems from above. 

4. Loss of hours; TOWER would like to see text messages or a phone call provided to customers the 

day before work is to be carried out so as to ensure that a customer has remembered the 

appointment. This will save many wasted hours on tradespersons calling on an empty property.  

5. Regards major works to be carried out; it is important that customers are advised as to the full 

extent of what is going to happen to their property and the disruption it will cause.  

TOWER would like the same information that is required for Leaseholders given to BCH customers 

with timely updates on progress regarding the project. These also includes giving full access to 

information/contact numbers through the contractor’s site office or updates by letter and even 

maybe have a text number available.  

6. It is important that the customer has contractor and BCH staff contact details in order to be able 

to liaise with someone at all times when major work is being undertaken.  To give just a single 

mobile number for a member of the contracting company is not very professional.  TOWER 

therefore would like to see more contact details given out. Information flyers sent out should 

include website details, contact text number, email address as well as an emergency number. 

7. It was noted that cold calling on the off chance is an issue with some customers, especially as 

Blackpool is seen for its “No Cold Calling” policy, all enquiries should be made in advance.  

8.  Due to the issue of possible ASB, TOWER would like to see that BCH and its contractors and sub-

contractors remove scaffolding, pallets etc. from site as soon as these materials are no longer 

required.  

9. We need to ensure that if customers make a complaint regarding a contractor or sub-contractor 

that BCH is made aware of these. Contractors need to ensure they go through the BCH complaints 

procedure.  

10. It is felt that all BCH staff and contractors and sub-contractors must present their ID badge and 

introduce themselves by name (as do all that answer the telephone in the BCH offices) there is no 

suggestion that they wear them at all times as this may be a hazard to their work. TOWER would 

also suggest that when new uniforms are ordered they have the transparent holder in the pocket 

to hold ID badges.  
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Conclusions 

All departments including asset management and repairs need to have more dialogue and improved 

communication.  

 All tenants of BCH want somewhere safe, clean and pleasant to live. BCH understand their needs and seem 

to be on the right track to achieving this goal.  

TOWER would ask the Senior Management Team to consider the recommendations in this report and 

feedback by the end of November 2019 should any other information be required please contact TOWER. 

 

TOWER would like to thank all staff and customers who gave up their time for the information given to 

be able to conclude this report. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


